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Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy Paperback – March 1, 1993 by Jerome D. Frank MD PhD (Author), Julia B. Frank MD (Author) 4.8 out of 5 stars 26 ratings See all formats and editions
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Persuasion and Healing: a Comparative Study of Psychotherapy

Persuasion and Healing treats a topic that no doctor, whatever the specialty, can afford to ignore: psychotherapy. This is so because every physician begins a clinical encounter with a whole person embedded in a historical and current family and social network.

**Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of ...**
Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy.

**Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of ...**
And in combating the "demoralizing meaning" that people attach to their experiences, the authors argue, many therapies are surprisingly similar to rhetoric (the art of persuasion) and to hermeneutics (the study of meanings). Highly acclaimed in previous editions, Persuasion and Healing has been completely revised and expanded.
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Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy. by. Jerome D. Frank. 3.92 · Rating details · 66 ratings · 2 reviews. This popular study of "psychological healing" treats topics ranging from religious revivalism and magical healing to contemporary psychotherapies, from the role of the shaman in nonindustrialized societies to the traditional mental hospital.
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Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy. Persuasion and Healing. : This popular study of "psychological healing" treats topics ranging from religious revivalism and magical...
Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy. Third edition. Jerome D. Frank, M.D., Ph.D., and Julia B. Frank, M.D. This popular study of "psychological healing" treats topics ranging from religious revivalism and magical healing to contemporary psychotherapies, from the role of the shaman in nonindustrialized societies to the traditional mental hospital.
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Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy Paperback – Mar 1 1993 by Jerome D. Frank MD PhD (Author), Julia B. Frank MD (Author) 5.0 out of 5 stars 14 ratings See all 6 formats and editions

Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy
- Persuasion and Healing is a classic example of an attempt (at that time) to deliver the best in a review and evaluation of the science and art of the healing relationship as applied to...
different cultures. Its essence, therefore, may not be located in the specific techniques that distinguish one brand of "evidence-based" (or not) therapy ...

Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Persuasion and Healing: A ...
Persuasion and Healing: A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy Jerome David Frank, Julia B. Frank Snippet view - 1991. Common terms and phrases. ability abreaction abreactive therapies activities anxiety assumptive systems assumptive world attitudes behavior therapies believe Chapter chronic clinical cognitive therapy conceptual conflicts cult ...
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Persuasion and Healing : A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy by Julia B. Frank and Jerome D. Frank (1991, Hardcover, Enlarged edition,Revised edition) The lowest-priced item that has been used or worn previously. The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended.
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Persuasion and healing : a comparative study of psychotherapy. [Jerome D Frank; Julia B Frank] -- "This popular study of 'psychological healing' treats topics ranging from religious revivalism and magical healing to contemporary psychotherapies, from the role of the shaman in nonindustrialized ...
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